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Sock puppets in a Quiz-Just for the love of the language. No strings attached! 

 

Heather Allen said, “When you put a puppet on your hand, you become the puppet.” 

This week in  the Literary Lounge we had a few students of class VII  give us a never seen 

before experience, by conducting a quiz for puppets  virtually  on 20th November 2021 at 

2:00 P.M, with the characters being the stereotypical group of friends almost everyone 

has. 

The show started off with Remi, the bookworm, reminiscing the times when she went to 

school, feeling  sad as her vacations have come by and she and her friends would not be 

going to school for a month and a half. 

Brittney on the other hand is a social media diva and was waiting all year for a summer 

break. She loves to make vlogs, blogs and entertain her fans. 

Dylan is a good friend and knows how bored Remi gets during vacations. Hence he 

whipped up a quiz within 5 minutes, which might be surprising but considering Dylan’s 

ability that is a long time taken up to make quiz. 

Emma, a shy, quiet girl politely asked him to share the link of the quiz and she asked the 

audience to play along with her. 

Amber just woke up from her goodnight sleep, although it was midday. She got 

extremely confused as she couldn’t understand what was going on but eventually, 

everything was explained to her. She is quite a smart girl, if only she wouldn’t waste her 

time sleeping. 

Cassandra’s mother is quite over protective. Cassandra always has to share what she 

does with her mother. In this case too, she asked her mother and only then started 

playing the quiz .Bryce, a very short-tempered boy threatened Dylan with his rough 

voice that if the quiz did not meet his expectations Dylan would face the consequence. 

Dylan was unmoved by the threat. At last, the quiz began and the rules were clearly 

spelt out. 

Literary devices, proverbs,jumbled words and grammar  were dealt with in about six 

rounds of quizzing. 

The show was over and the curtains were drawn.The role of Brittney was played by 

Sushruthaa. S Varadhan, V.Smrithi as Amber, Atharv A Pookat as Dylan,,Bollu Jayana 

Chidananda Rao as Remi brought life to the puppets.. S.Navtej. as Bryce Kamna Murugan 

as Cassandra and  Srimedha Purini as  Emma  proved  to be hard-edged puppets. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Bottom row- Brittney[Sushrutha]  

Middle Row-[right to left]   Emma[Srimedha]   Dylan[ Atharv] Bryce [Navtej]   

Top row-[right to left] Amber[ Smriti]   Remi[ Jayana]    Cassandra[ Kamna] 

 

 

 

  Jayana Rao 

Shutterbugs  

  PSBB,SRS 

Puppets engaged in a Literary Quiz 


